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I. NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS 
The Navier-Stokes equations considered are 
2iJg)_ + ~--1 {.Qd9.l + ~}=o ax ~y Re ax cly ' (I) 
with q the (perfect gas) conservative state vector (p,pu,pv,pe)7, f (q) and g(q) the convective flux vec-
tors (pu,pu +p,puv,pu(e+p!p))T respectively (pv,puv,pv 2+p,pv(e+plp))7, and r(q) and s(q) the 
diffusive flux: vectors (0,Txx,Txp l/((y- l)Pr)a(c2 )/ox)7 respectively (0,Tx},T})" l/((y-l)Pr)a(c2)/ayf, 
2. DISCRETIZATION METHOD 
To still allow Euler flow (1/ Re=O) solutions with discontinuities, the equations are discretized in the 
integral form. A straightforward and simple discretization of the integral form is obtained by subdi-
viding the integration region n into quadrilateral finite volumes n;,1, and by requiring that the conser-
vation laws hold for each finite volume separately: 
1 
.(if(q)nx + g(q)n,-)ds - Rea((r(q)nx + s(q)n,)ds = 0, Vi,). (2) 
2.1. Evaluation of diffusive fluxes 
For the evaluation of the diffusive fluxes at a volume wall, it is necessary to compute grad(u), grad(v) 
and grad(c 2) at that wall. For this we use the standard technique as outlined in [ 11 ]. The technique 
applied is central, the directional dependence coming from the cross derivative terms is neglected. 
For sufficiently smooth grids this flux computation is second-order accurate. 
2.2. Evaluation of convective fluxes 
For convection dominated flows, our objective, a proper evaluation of the convective flux vectors is of 
paramount importance. Based on our previous experience with the Euler equations (see [3] for an 
overview), for this we prefer an upwind approach. Along each finite volume wall we assume the con-
vective flux vector to be constant, and to be determined by a constant left and right state only. The 
1 D Riemann problem thus obtained is solved in an approximate way. 
As approximate Riemann solver for the Euler equations, we prefer Osher's scheme [10]. Reasons for 
this preference are: (i) its continuous differentiability, and (ii) its consistent treatment of boundary 
conditions. The question arises whether it is still a good choice to use Osher's scheme when typical 
Navier-Stokes features such as shear, separation and heat conduction also have to be resolved. In [5] 
we therefore reconsidered the choice of an approximate Riemann solver. Since continuous 
differentiability is an absolute requirement for the success of our solution method, and since the only 
known approximate Riemann solvers with this property are Osher's [JO] and van Leer's [7], our 
choice was confined to these two only. The requirement of accurate modelling of physical diffusion 
determined our choice. In [7], van Leer stated already that his flux vector splitter cannot preserve 
steady contact discontinuities. Since a discrete shear layer may be interpreted as a layer of contact 
discontinuities, doubt arose about the suitability of van Leer's scheme for Navier-Stokes codes. 
Recently, this doubt was confirmed in [9] where van Leer et al. made a qualitative analysis (supple-
mented with numerical experiments) for various upwind schemes. There, Osher's scheme turned out to 
be better indeed for the resolution of boundary layer flows. To shed some more light on the 
difference in quality between both schemes, in [5] a quantitative error analysis is presented for Osher's 
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and .van Leer'~ scheme. !he analy_sis is confined to the steady, 2D, isentropic Euler equations for a 
perfo~t gas Wlt\y= 1; re. equation (1) with 1/Re=O, q =(p,pu,pe)T, f(q)=(pu,p(u2+c2),puv)T, 
g(q)-(pv,puv,p(~ ~c )) and c =constant. For both schemes the system of modified equations is 
denved by cons1denng a first-order accurate, square finite volume discretization, and a subsonic flow 
with u and v positive and p~constant. Substituting a boundary layer type solution into the error 
terms it appea_rs ~at van Leer's scheme deteriorates compared to Osher's scheme for increasing Re. 
The approXI~atI~n of _the_left a~d nght state in the ID Riemann problem determines the accuracy 
of the convective discretJ.zatlon. First-order accuracy is obtained in the standard way, by taking the 
left and right state equal to that in the corresponding adjacent volume. Higher-order accuracy is 
obtained by low-degree piecewise polynomial state interpolation tMUSCL-approach) with van Leer's 
K-scheme [8]. For the scalar model equation 
au au a2 u a2u a2u 
- + - - ((-+--+-) = 0 ax ay ax 2 axay ay 2 ' (3) 
in [5] we derive the modified equation by considering a square finite volume discretization. From this 
we find as the " that gives the highest possible (i.e. third-order) accuracy 
K = l_{I +(( 04U +2~+2~+~)/( 03U + a3u )} 
3 ox 4 ox 3ay oxoy 3 oy 4 ax 3 ~v 3 . (4) 
Since convection dominated problems are our interest, we neglect the above diffusion dependence and 
simply take ,c= 1/3. To avoid spurious non-monotonicity, in [5] a new limiter is constructed for the 
,c= 1/3 approximation. Using Sweby's notation [12), it reads 
2r2 +r 
,p(r) = 2r2 -r +2, r EIR. (5) 
3. SOLUTION METHOD 
To efficiently solve the system of discretized equations, symmetric point Gauss-Seidel relaxation, 
accelerated by nonlinear multigrid (FAS), is applied. The process is started by nested iteration 
(FMG). Per finite volume we use a Newton iteration for the collective update of the four state vector 
components. With again a square finite volume discretization of (3), in [6) it is shown by local mode 
analysis that symmetric point Gauss-Seidel relaxation accelerated by multigrid converges fast for the 
first-order discretization for any value of the mesh Reynolds number Reh. However, it appears to con-
verge very slowly for the higher-order (,c= 1/3) discretization for small and moderately large values of 
Reh. It even appears to diverge for large values of Reh. The cause clearly is the higher-order discreti-
zation of the convection operator. No cure can be found in using some other "· As with the Euler 
equations [2,3,4], the difficulty in inverting the higher-order operator is circumvented by introducing 
iterative defect correction (IDeC) as an outer iteration for the nonlinear multigrid cycling. With Fh(qh) 
the full, higher-order accurate operator and Fh(qh) the less accurate operator that can be easily 
inverted, iterative defect correction can be written as: 
Fh(ql) = 0, (6) 
Fh(q~ + 1) = FhM) - Fh(qD, n = 1,2, · · · ,N, 
with n referring to the nth iterand. The operator Fh(qh) necessarily has only first-order accurate con-
vection, but the amount of diffusion can be chosen freely. In [6), this freedom is exploited by analyz-
ing three approximate operators: (i) an operator without physical diffusion (first-order Euler), (ii) an 
operator with partial physical diffusion (zeroth-order Navier-Stokes), and (iii) an operator with full, 
second-order accurate physical diffusion (first-order Navier-Stokes). The last approximate operator 
most closely resembles the higher-order operator, and therefore was sup~osed to have the best co~ver-
gence properties. For this operator, theory [l) predicts that already qh 1s second-order accurate 1f Fh 
is second-order accurate and q). sufficiently smooth. Theory does not give such a guarantee for the 
other approximate operators. Local mode analyses with the square finite volume discretization of (3), 
and experiments with the Navier-Stokes equations show the third approximate operator to have the 
best convergence properties indeed. Its relative complexity is taken for gr~nted. The numerical results 
presented hereafter were all obtained with this operator as operator to be mverted. 
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4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
To evaluate the computational method, we consider: (i) a subsonic flat plate flow at 
M =0.5, Re:::: 100,400 and 1600, (ii) a supersonic flat plate flow with oblique shock wave - boundary 
layer interaction at M = 2, Re = 2.96 l05, and (iii) a hypersonic blunt body flow at 
M =8.15, Re:::: 1.67 105, a=30°. 
4.1. Approximate Riemann solver 
To verify the analytical results obtained for Osher's and van Leer's scheme, we consider the subsonic 
flat plate flow and perform an experiment with Re-variation. For both schemes we use the first-order 
accurate discretization, and identical grids and boundary conditions. The results given in Fig. I show 
the predicted deterioration of van Leer's scheme with increasing Re. The numerical results presented 
hereafter were obtained with Osher's scheme only. 
0.2 o.t o.s a.a 0,2 0.-1; 0.6 0.8 
1.1/ue ultJe 
a. Osher. b. van Leer. 
Fig. 1. Velocity profiles subsonic flat plate flow(-----: Blasius solution, Re= 100,400, 1600). 
4.2. Monotone higher-order accuracy 
To evaluate the monotone higher-order accurate discretization derived, we consider the supersonic flat 
plate flow. At first we compute the Euler flow solution with and without limiter. The inviscid surface 
pressure distributions obtained (Fig. 2a) clearly show the benefit of the limiter. To show now the 
benefit of higher-order accuracy we compute the Navier-Stokes flow solution with the limited 1e= 1/3 
scheme and the first-order scheme. The Navier-Stokes solution is known to have shock-induced 
separation. The computed viscous surface pressure distributions (Fig. 2b) show that the higher-order 
solution has shock-induced separation indeed, whereas the first-order solution remains attached. (The 
latter lacks the plateau in the surface pressure distribution.) 
'{ 
1 
0.5 LS ' D 0.5 LS 
a. Euler ( 11 Re= 0). b. Navier-Stokes (Re= 2.96 105). 
Fig. 2. Surface pressure distributions supersonic fiat plate flow, M = 2. 
( 0: limited 1e=½, □ : non-limited 1e=½, .:l: first-order). 
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4.3. Multigrid behaviour 
Multigrid convergence results for the subsonic and supersonic flat plate flow are given in Fig. 3. The 
somewhat worser convergence rates for the supersonic flat plate flow are still satisfactory; for the 
80 X 32-grid (Fig. 3b) the convergence rate with multigrid is still much faster than that without mul-
tigrid. 
64 X 32, single grid 
64X32l 
32X 16 rmultigrid 
·+--~~-~-...; 16X8 j ,. IO 
O!:Jcles 
a. M =0.5, Re= 100. b. M =2, Re =2.96 105. 
Fig. 3. Mu!tigrid behaviour flat plate flows. 
80 X 32. sing.le grid 
80X32} 
40 X 16 multigrid 
20X8 
At present the usefulness of multigrid for flows at still higher Mach numbers is open to question. 
For the hypersonic blunt body flow mentioned (Fig. 4), the multigrid behaviour is shown in Fig. 5. 
(Notice that the finest grid, the 64 X 16-grid, is a locally nested grid and that the single grid com-
parison is done for the coarser 32X 16-grid.) It appears that multigrid still pays for hypersonics, but 
it seems that there is a trend indeed of decreasing multigrid effectiveness from subsonic to hypersonic 
speeds. Our current research is devoted to ensuring a very good multigrid performance for hypersonic 
fl.ow problems as well. 
Fig. 4. Blunt body with grid. 
---r-·---r---r--~-......,.---,-----
1 2 l 'I 
C!;jCLes 
32 X 16, single grid 
64X 16} 
32X 16 multigrid 
16X8 
Fig. 5. Multigrid behaviour hypersonic blunt body flow 
(M = 8.15, Re= l.67 105, o:= 30°). 
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Theory and practice show that for sufficiently high Reynolds numbers, Osher's scheme leads to a 
more accurate resolution of boundary layer flows than van Leer's scheme. The difference in accuracy 
becomes larger with increasing Reynolds number. 
For the first-order accurate discretized Navier-Stokes equations and flow problems with smooth 
solutions, theory and practice show that point Gauss-Seidel relaxation accelerated by multigrid and 
applied to the target equations directly, leads to a very fast convergence. For non-smooth problems, 
practical computations show a slow decline of this fast convergence with increasing Mach number. 
For higher-order discretized Navier-Stokes equations, iterative defect correction is introduced, with 
as approximate solver: multigrid accelerated point Gauss-Seidel relaxation applied to the first-order 
equations. For smooth problems, both theory and practice show a fast convergence of iterative defect 
correction. For problems with non-smooth solutions, the convergence is less good though still satisfac-
tory. 
The fully implicit solution method applied, imposes very mild computer memory requirements due 
to the fact that the relaxation is pointwise. The computational method is completely parameter-free; 
it needs no tuning of parameters. 
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